
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  



	  
	  
	  
	  
	  



	  
	  
	  
	  
	  



	  
	  

	  
	  
	  



	  
	  



Andrea Franchetti is laconic and imaginative at the same time, he 
systematically avoids the useless blablabla, and each of his sentences 
convey a fantastic imagination. Starting from the memories of his family, an 
eccentric lineage, we encounter Alberto the composer, Raimondo the 
explorer and aviator who died in an air crash in the skies of Asmara in 1935. 
And then Raimondo Nanuk, ichthyologist and a friend of Hemingway; Afdera, 
Henry Fonda's fourth wife; Giorgio who bought the Cà d'Oro (historical palace 
on the Grand Canal in Venice TN) in 1894 and that he donated in 1916 to the 
state, along with the exceptional art collection he had; another Giorgio, a 
prominent critic and a true catalyst of Italian modern art. "My family is Jewish, 
we've been living in Italy for centuries, in Reggio Emilia there's a palace in our 
name, in Livorno a canal, my grandpa's father is the one who did the mosaic 
pavement in the Cà d'Oro: he personally worked on it and when he was done   
he committed suicide. Up until the 50's the Franchettis had a circus: the 
fulfilment of the gipsy, vagabond side in each one of us. Also my father, who 
was considered a very elegant man, loved to dress up in circus costumes". 
When I ask him if the Franchetti quoted in Corto Maltese (a famous comic 
series featuring a sailor adventurer TN) is a relative of his, he replies that for 
sure he is a cousin who explored Java, Borneo, the North Pole and Sudan, 
who "explored the Danikil desert alone". Of his Tenuta di Trinoro, in Val 
d'Orcia, where he makes a cult wine, he says it was covered by an 
inextricable wall of vegetation, lianas and thorns: "I levelled out everything 
with the pickaxe. I learnt how to make wine in Bordeaux. Because for the 
French talking about wine is like breathing, and they can be extremely 
generous, they tell you everything. I started making wine because I needed 
an excuse to live here. Even though now I spend more and more time in 
Sicily, on Mount Etna, because here, between Tuscany and Lazio, people are 
primitive and wild. I was born in New York, because my mother is American 
and at the time she didn't trust Italian hospitals, but I was already in Rome at 
one month of age. I was terrible at school. The only good thing I did was 
singing in the chorus of the Sistine Chapel. When I was 17 I went to 
Afghanistan by bike, from Rome to Kabul passing through Brindisi, Patras, 
Istanbul, Tehran and Ankara. I wanted to go and arrive, I didn't wander off to 
monasteries or ruins. I was fanatic, scared, alone. I think it was the best trip 
of my life. Once I returned to Rome I started writing for the magazine 
L'Espresso. For a while. I also directed avant-garde films: in retrospect, the 
three films were an imitation of Carmelo Bene (an important Italian actor and 
film director TN). I was also an actor, a bunch of tiny appearances, including 
Cavani's film on Nietzsche and Lou Andreas Salome ("Al di là del bene e del 
male" Ed) that was definitely the best of them all, the others were horrible, 
violent and apocalyptic movies. What did I do with these movies? For a while 
they were stored away until they disappeared. After that... I did nothing for 
twenty years. Let's get things straight: I had a wonderful life. When I felt I was 
at my wits' end I went to the U.S. and distributed wines, and when I was fed 



up I bought a house in Tuscany. And the first morning I woke up in the 
countryside I understood that I didn't stand the city anymore. Here at Trinoro 
the original tower is gothic, and since gothic architecture is a souvenir of the 
Crusades, I re-created an Islamic dome that I painted cyclamen, and because 
of the yellow reflection of the vineyards, when you see it from a distance it 
appears bright red. The furnishings are peasant furniture coming from 
nearby, Marche and Umbria. The roses were planted in the 700's, the central 
part of the house dates back to the 1200's, the rest was built later on, they 
were farm stalls made of clay". The interiors are bare, some walls are painted 
pink, with piles of faded rose Adelphi books. "The castle in Trentino was 
bought by my grandfather while he was reshaping the borders of Italy and 
Austria. My grandfather was an extraordinary climber, a fantastic 
speleologist, a real explorer of Italy, capable of crossing the park of Abbruzzi 
at night with the wolves by himself. The Castle is wonderful, it belonged to an 
ancient Tyrolese family, descending from a troubadour of the V century that 
had a super adventurous life. The name too is magnificent, Wolkenstein: 
clouds and stones. It was built in the 600's - when castles were no longer 
necessary - in the Renaissance style. Absolutely atypical for Tyrol, it seems a 
Florentine villa. There's also a ghost that no one has seen: each one of us 
has a different theory, but in the end we've decided that it's a very sad 
princess whose husband died during the war. So she sings and sings until 
she dies. And it's true that there's a spell on the castle: in fifty years of guests 
coming and going, there's never been anyone who's fallen in love while being 
here, which is at least statistically unlikely. In the 70's it was practically 
abandoned. I began renovating it in a less philological manner than my father 
did, I'd say in a more extravagant way. What I know on restoration I learned 
from my uncle Giorgio, who was a great collector and restorer". The paintings 
he bought when he lived close to his uncle are in Rome, a city with which he 
has a controversial relationship. "A nice thing of Roman houses is that they're 
like a sea port, there's a great deal of people more or less known coming and 
going. My first house was right below, I was eighteen, and at that time you'd 
leave your parents' house as soon as possible. Here I keep the paintings of 
the artists that were discovered by my uncle: Schifano, Tano, Festa. I bought 
them in the 70s/80s, then I stopped. In Sicily I live in a house of the 
nineteenth century with a daring terrace that faces Etna. Sicily is an 
extremely supreme land, it's Italy's Asia. I chose this area because it's the 
best for wine making, but usually my choices are determined by the 
imagination that the place conveys. Over the years I realized that for me 
making wine means making it for a short period and then leaving. Now I'd like 
to make it in Armenia. Actually more than in any place I'd like to make it in 
Persia, but there's too many bothers there. Or I'd also like the area near 
Frosinone, after all I'm certain that even on the Karst one could make the best 
Italian wine ever.  




